
 
 
 
Supplies Needed 
 
#34708503 Matte Gold Spike Metal Charms, 11 pc (1 pk) 
#34708265 Gold Rhinestone Rondelle Metal Beads, 8 pc. (1 pk) 
#34708308 Chandelier Gold Charms, 4 pc. (1 pk) 
#47844193 Swarovski AB Briolette Spacers, 4 pc. (2 pk) 
#47712193 Swarovski AB Crystal Mini Oval Pendants, 2 pc. (2 pk) 
#47500193 Swarovski AB 4mm Bicones, 28 pc. (2 pk) 
#34712001 Gold Findings Starter Set, 145 pc. (1 pk) 
 
Tools Needed 
Needle Nose Pliers  
Round Nose Pliers 
Wire Cutters 
 
INSTRUCTIONS:  
1. Use a 6mm jump ring to attach an eye pin to the loop on top of a matte 
gold spike charm.  Slide on a Swarovski briolette spacer, a rhinestone rondelle 
metal bead, and two 4mm Swarovski AB bicones.  Trim the end of the eye pin 
and form a loop to make a beaded drop.  Repeat this step two more times. 
2. Connect the loops of the beaded drops, from the previous step, to loops 
1, 3, and 5 on the bottom of a large chandelier gold charm. 
3. Cut two six-link length of gold chain.  Use 6mm jump rings to connect a 
Swarovski mini oval pendant to the link on one end of each length of chain.  Use 
4mm jump rings to connect the link on the other end of the chains to loops 2 & 4 
on the bottom of the large chandelier gold charm.  
4.  Connect the loop on an eye pin to the top loop of the large chandelier 
gold charm.  Slide two 4mm Swarovski AB bicones onto the eye pin.  Trim the 
end of the eye pin and form a loop*.  (Attach that loop to the bottom loop of an 
ear wire, being sure the direction of the loop you made in the eye pin allows the 
chandelier earring to face forward.) 
5. Repeat steps 1-4 for the matching earring. 
 
SKILL LEVEL:  Advanced Beginner 
 
APPROXIMATE TIME:  1 Hr. 
 


